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Business Leverage

Business schools have taught that there are two forms of
leverage available to business: operating and financial.
Leverage, in its simplest sense, is the substitution of a fixed
quantity for a variable quantity. For example, operating
leverage is the extent to which a company's costs of operating
are fixed (rent, equipment cost) as opposed to variable
(material, direct labor). For a company whose costs are
virtually all fixed, every dollar increase in sales is a dollar
increase in operating income once the break-even point (fixed
costs) has been reached. Thus, leverage can magnify operating
income when it is used effectively.

Software Leverage

A third and unique form of leverage exists today, which allows
business to compete in a revolutionary fashion. It is changing
business in much the same way that the industrial revolution
changed business, but even more so. We will call this unique
form of leverage: software leverage. Software leverage is the
extant to which a company utilizes existing software in the
development of new software. In turn the leveraged software
will be used to reduce operating costs, either through reduced
development costs or increased automation. The latest
advances in the area of object-oriented technologies have
enabled firms to leverage software to an even greater degree.

For example, suppose that a firm has to develop custom
software for mission critical applications. Once the core
business objects (data and procedures) have been developed,
they may be reused in a myriad of combinations while incurring
only nominal costs. An object can even be reused and specific
features synthesized to satisfy new business requirements
without affecting the original software. From a financial
perspective, this would be equivalent to obtaining a 10 year
note with a 11% interest rate for one financing and then
synthesizing another loan from this note with a shorter term
and lower interest rate. To continue the comparison, this
engineering would not incur any principal payments, interest
charges or additional risk. Unfortunately this scenario cannot

be financially engineered, but software does provide this
capability and offers many striking differences from the
traditional forms of leverage.

Consider the risks that a company assumes when it funds
capital projects through debt. The firm's rate of return must
exceed the cost of debt if it is to profit from the leverage. As
additional debt is obtained, the business entity becomes less



additional debt is obtained, the business entity becomes less
trustworthy and is more prone to business failure. This is the
great paradox of software leverage. The more it is employed,
the less risk the firm assumes and the sounder it becomes.
Compare the following forms of leverage:

Increase in Financial Leverage Increase in Software Leverage

Increases financial risk. Reduces software risk
through the use of trusted
objects.

Decreases the firm's
financial mobility and the
ability to respond to change.

Allows the firm to deliver
software rapidly and respond
to change quickly.

Tarnishes your balance
sheet.

Strengthens your software
equity position.

Increases funding costs. Reduces operating costs.

Note that software leverage is defined as the heightened reuse
of software.

As you can see, the traits of software and financial leverage are
in direct contrast to one another. Software also performs
differently from operating leverage. Although software provides
operating leverage, it does not possess the same risks as
traditional operating leverage. Typically, a piece of equipment
can produce only so many units before it reaches maximum
capacity. When it does reach capacity, a new machine must be
purchased and operated in a profitable fashion. Software must
be paid for only once. It can then be exploited as often as
management desires without generating additional costs or
exceeding production capacity. Unlike equipment, the capacity
of software is unlimited; it also becomes more reliable as usage
increases.

Diminsihed Inflation

Consider a leading discount brokerage firm, which serviced
thousands of new customer accounts by adding a super
computer and software rather than adding hundreds of new
employees. This is one of the prime reasons that wage pressure
and cost-push inflation are nonexistent. Software leverage
constitutes a free lunch for business, therefore business should
be leveraged as much as possible in this area since there is no
down side risk. Of course, this assumes that project risk is
eliminated via competent software engineers.

Summary

Development risks can be managed by selecting a quality
development environment. This platform enables the reuse of
software and limits development efforts to business logic.
Essentially, business enjoys an equity position with software
firms that have developed reusable components. This allows
developers to focus on business details rather than technical
issues. Therefore, business is able to significantly reduce
development costs and profit from software leverage.
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